The freshmen won with a perfect varsity margin by a score of 17-45, placing them at the top of the Franklin Park races. The freshmen were the victors in both the varsity and junior varsity events, solidifying their dominance in the region.

FRESHMEN TO HEAR MEDICAL LECTURES

General Health Advice to be Given First Year Men

By Dr. Morse

Dr. Morse of the Medical Department will speak to the freshmen Thursday at 4 o'clock in the usual way. Each year, the Medical Department offers a series of three lectures to the freshman men on the subject of general health.

In the first lecture of this series Dr. Morse will outline what his department is doing to improve the general health of the students. His lecture will be on "First Aid at a Social Event," with a focus on preventing injuries and illnesses that might occur in social settings. He will cover topics such as basic first aid techniques, recognizing signs of illness, and when to seek medical attention.

The second lecture, scheduled for November 13, will focus on "Home Health Care," discussing the importance of maintaining a healthy living environment and the role of the individual in their own health. Dr. Morse will provide tips on creating a healthy home, including suggestions for maintaining a clean and safe living space.

The third lecture, to be given November 20, will concentrate on "Travel Health," addressing the challenges of health when traveling, including vaccinations, preparing for different climates, and staying healthy while on the road. Dr. Morse will provide practical advice to ensure a safe and healthy travel experience.

All freshmen are encouraged to attend these lectures, as they provide valuable information that is applicable to everyday life. Each lecture will be held at 4 o'clock in the usual location, and attendance is mandatory for all freshmen.
The political disputes over the World Court and the League of Nations have been sufficiently described in the press so that the fundamental reasons why these organizations were established between the World Wars are familiar to almost everyone. The League, as it now stands, is a failure. Let us, then, go back in first principle to the League and the Court and forget the latter political distinction which was an afterthought to the subject we would use if that were to be anything but a mere exercise in the League's right to exist. Let us consider what the League is intended to do and to what extent it has been successful in this.
Freshmen Fail to Score After Carrying Ball to Soph Two Yard Line

In a hard, closely fought game, the Sophomore football team triumphed by a two to nothing score over the Freshmen in their annual battle on Tech Field Friday afternoon. Three times did the Freshmen have the ball in the vicinity of the goal but were unable to hold for downs or thrown for a loss. The Sophomore touchdown came on the Sophomore 20 yard line where the Freshmen had gained possession of the ball with a long pass from Wofford to the Freshmen 40 yard line as the final gun let loose in a fast burst of speed orn two Field Day crews took to the water. Scarcely a yard separated the bows of the Sophomore and freshman shells and the first real contest came when the Sophomore gunner lost hold of the ball but was again able to pick it up. The Sophomore and Freshmen were thus tied without a score in the first half.

In the second half with Varsity leading 0 to 0 play continued on the same pattern. The Sophomore team displayed the aerial attack of the gray jerseyed men better. In open field running they broke field for the two yard line and were able to build up a lead of 6 to nothing. The Freshmen were unable to make any gains in the second half of the game and with the score now reading 6 to nothing the game was finished.

While the game was governed without any violent incidents the first half was somewhat held-up by several calls for penalties. In the second half the game was played without any such interruptions.

SOPHOMORES WIN FAST FOOTBALL GAME

Freshmen Fail to Score After Carrying Ball to Soph Two Yard Line

In a hard, closely fought game, the Sophomore football team triumphed by a two to nothing score over the Freshmen in their annual battle on Tech Field Friday afternoon. Three times did the Freshmen have the ball in the vicinity of the goal but were unable to hold for downs or thrown for a loss. The Sophomore touchdown came on the Sophomore 20 yard line where the Freshmen had gained possession of the ball with a long pass from Wofford to the Freshmen 40 yard line as the final gun let loose in a fast burst of speed orn two Field Day crews took to the water. Scarcely a yard separated the bows of the Sophomore and freshman shells and the first real contest came when the Sophomore gunner lost hold of the ball but was again able to pick it up. The Sophomore and Freshmen were thus tied without a score in the first half.

In the second half with Varsity leading 0 to 0 play continued on the same pattern. The Sophomore team displayed the aerial attack of the gray jerseyed men better. In open field running they broke field for the two yard line and were able to build up a lead of 6 to nothing. The Freshmen were unable to make any gains in the second half of the game and with the score now reading 6 to nothing the game was finished.

While the game was governed without any violent incidents the first half was somewhat held-up by several calls for penalties. In the second half the game was played without any such interruptions.

SOPHOMORES WIN TUG OF WAR EASILY

Only Two Pulls Are Necessary To Decide Supremacy Of Rope Men

Outgrowing the Sophomore tug of war rope, the Freshmen stepped forward and forced the Sophomore crew to leave the game on account of ill-health. Two pulls were all that the Sophomore crew required to gain the necessary victory.

The teams presented a colorful picture as they stood on the field in two large formations, the Sophomores in red jerseys and the Freshmen in gray.

After parading before the stands the two teams took their positions on the rope and awaited the signal of the gun. The Sophomore tug of war rope was forced to the ground by a strong burst of speed and the Freshmen were declared the victors.

A number of last year's stars were present on both sides. The Sophomores and Freshmen displayed the aerial attack of the gray jerseyed men through out the entire game. But the Freshmen were the more successful in carrying the game through.

In the first place of the afternoon the Varsity had things pretty much sewed up and the Sophomores and Freshmen were left to fight it out between themselves. In the last heat the Sophomores and Freshmen met for the final time of the afternoon and with the score tied at 15-15 the Sophomores had the advantage. The Freshmen thus had the advantage in the last heat, but the final pull did not prove as successful as expected. The Sophomores were defeated by the Freshmen, 25 to 20, and declared the victors of the afternoon.

The first heat of the afternoon was won by the Sophomores, 20 to 15, and the second heat met with the same result, 15 to 10.

The third heat was won by the Freshmen, 15 to 10, the Sophomores defeated the Freshmen, 15 to 10, and the final heat was won by the Sophomores, 25 to 20.

First Pull

The first heat of the afternoon was won by the Sophomores, 20 to 15, and the second heat met with the same result, 15 to 10.

The third heat was won by the Freshmen, 15 to 10, the Sophomores defeated the Freshmen, 15 to 10, and the final heat was won by the Sophomores, 25 to 20.

The first heat of the afternoon was won by the Sophomores, 20 to 15, and the second heat met with the same result, 15 to 10.

The third heat was won by the Freshmen, 15 to 10, the Sophomores defeated the Freshmen, 15 to 10, and the final heat was won by the Sophomores, 25 to 20.
THE TECH

Integrating Machines Discussed By Professor Bush of Course VI.

Professor Winner Also Speaks At Meeting of Club Last Thursday

On last Thursday evening Professor Winner of the Engineering Research Laboratory, gave a talk on the ‘Making of Index Numbers,” which was about the setting up of a machine for solving integrals. Professor Winner is a member of the mathematical section of the physics department, and is the editor of the Annals of Mathematics. His talk was accompanied by the demonstration of a machine which was built by himself and his assistant manager of basketball.

The machine is a simple one that can be used for integrating functions. It consists of several parts, including a motor, a car, and a scale. The car moves along a track which is divided into equal intervals, and the scale records the position of the car at each interval. The machine is operated manually, and the user sets the initial conditions and the limits of integration. Then, the machine automatically integrates the function and displays the result on the scale.

The machine is useful for solving definite integrals, and it can be used in various fields of engineering and physics. Professor Winner emphasized the importance of integrating machines in modern research and development, and he encouraged the students to pursue this area of study.

Notices

Official
P. T. Begins Today

P. T. Classes will begin today. Men are to report to the Field House at 7:00 A.M. and girls to the Recreation Building at 9:00 A.M. The classes will consist of calisthenics and will last for an hour.

Undergraduate
Senior Portrait Photos

Appointments with Norman’s Studio for portrait photos will be made before 2 on Thursday. The portraits will be taken between 12 and 2.

Elections

Nomination blanks for freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior classes on the ballot for the Student Representative to the Senate will be handed out in the T. C. A. handbook.

Menohra Society to Hold Joint Meeting

Members of the Menohra Society of Harvard will meet with the Simonian Society in the basement of the South Gate at 8:30 on Tuesday, November 19. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the current events in the Middle East. Members interested in attending the meeting should contact the Student Representative to the Senate.

Simomian Society to Hold Joint Meeting

In addition to the events discussed in the previous meeting, the T. C. A. Social Division will host a dinner for the national leaders of the Simonian Society. The dinner will be held after the meeting, at the Harvard Union Club at 7:00 P.M. All members of the Simonian Society are invited to attend.

Simpson Club to Meet

The Combined Musical Clubs

The Combined Musical Clubs will have their annual picture taken on Monday, November 11, at 10:00 A.M. in the field house. The members are expected to wear their formal attire.

Christian Science Society

There will be a meeting of the Christian Science Society in the Science Library at 11:00 A.M. on Tuesday, November 12. The meeting is open to all members of the society.

Fresbamp Magazine

Freshman basketball team will play against Wellesley at 2:00 A.M. on Thursday, November 14. The game is expected to be a tough one, but the team is confident in its ability to win.

Friends of the Field House

Friends of the Field House will hold a meeting at 7:00 P.M. on Monday, November 11, in the field house. The meeting is open to all members of the society.